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Nonlinear Mixing of Electromagnetic
Waves in Plasmas

V. Srnpex, B. I. CoHrN, C. )osnt

Recently, a strong research efiort has been focused on
applications of beat waves in plasma interactions. This
rEsearch has important implications for various aspects of
plasma physics and plasma technology. This article re-
r.iews the present status of the field and comments on

plasma probing, heating of magnetically confined and
laser plasmas, ionospheric plasma modification, beat-
wave particle acceleration, beat-wave current drive in
toroidal devices, beat wave-driven free-electron lasers,
and phase conjugation with beat waves.

Y NrEnest IN NONLINEAR MIXING oF ELECTROIL{GNETIC

! ,r'ur'., in piasmas (particularlv beat-u'at'e plasma interaction)
I b.ga., more than ru o decades ago u'ith the theoretical paper bv

Kroll, Ron, and Rostoker (1). A pioneering experiment designed to
test the theory', perfbrmed bv Stansfield, Nodu'ell, and Mever (2),

marked the beginning of experimental studies in nonlinear optics in
plasmas. The earh. motivatior.ts for the research u'ere applications to
the diagnosis and heating of laboraton' plasmas (3-8) and to
ionospheric modification (9, 10). Recentlr', much atte ntion has bee n

devoted to beat u'avcs because of their applicadon to panicle
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acceleration (11-13), current drive ir-r tokamaks (11, 15), free-
electron lasers (FELs) (16), defense sciences (17), and phase conju-
gation (18). In addition, from the viervpoint of the basic plasma

phvsics, it is interesting that the presence ofa beat-rvave driver leads
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to the appearance of ne$. plasma instabilities, nonexistent in the case

of a single-driver pump (79).
We start u.ith some basic aspects of the theon, of nonlinear miring

of electromagnetic $'aves in plasmas. We assume that the externallv
appiied electric field is given in rhe form E(t) : ReE.(r) (r is time
and Re denotes the real part) with E"(r), the analvtical signai of E(r),
given bv

E"(, : E66tdog-i('ot - ko'r) 1 f,,6'idrg l(ort - kt'r) (1)

In Eq. 1 Es,E1 or€, respectivelv, the amplitudes of the electric
field in the principal and escort driver pump and ore,toy, k0,k1, and

S0,S1 are the corresponding angular fiequencies, rvave vectors, and
initial phases, respectiveh,. The double-driver pump indices nonlin-
ear plasma responses at angular frequencies t,'tg - t,.r1 and tos * ro;. In
the case u,here the frequenq. dift'erence (beat-u,ar.e frequenct') plavs
a dominant role in the plasma response (Stokes coupling), the
process is referred to as a beat-rvave plasma interaction. In the up-
conr.ersion interaction. the frequeno. sum is the dominant plasma
response (anti-Stokes coupling). The dominance of a beat-u.ar.e
interaction can be arranged bt, choosing a proper interaction
geometryr, frequeno', and u'ave number to match plasma modes and
the appropriate intensities of the driver pumps. The strongest
nonlinear coupling to the plasma takes place if the beat-rvave
frequeno. f) : ,o - co1 and the beat-u.ave vector satisfi. the
follou'ing selection rules:

llf):ors*<rr1
n(lq-kr) :k1 +kH

(2a)

(2b)

(rvhere n : 1,2,. . .). Here (rl, kr) and (ors, k11) are the angular
frequencies and u,ave numbers of lor.v (L)- and high (H)-fiequeno,
plasma eigenmodes, respectivelv.

The earlv phase of a beat-u,ave plasma interaction is fullr, de-
scribed bv the corresponding nonlinear (u'ith respect to Eg and E1)

dispersion relation. The nonlinear mode-mode coupling dispcrsion
relation in the lou'est-order coupling approximation, ru : I, can be
rvriffen as (.19-21) (Stokes coupling) :

ep(r,r1,k1)es[col - O,kr- - (h - kr)] :
p(Efr,Ef,O); p<l (3)

In Eq. 3 €1,€g xre dielectric permittivities of the lolr- and high-
frequencv plasma eigenmodes and pr, is rhe nonlinear coupling
coefficient u'hich defines the threshold for the interaction. A varien'
of nonlinear processes can be described bv Eq. 3, such as Stokes
sideband coupling and stimulated Raman and Brillouin scatrering
(20-22).

ln the case u,here the beat-rvave frequencv, or its harmonic,
resonates directlv with the fiequenct' of a plasma eiger-rmode

beat-u,ar.e response fbr arbitrarilr, small-amplitude dri.,,er pumps
(23, 24). To distinguish benveen cases described bv Eqs. 3 and 5, we
rvill refer to Eq. 3 as parametric mi-xing (26, 27).

Beat-Wave Plasma Probing, Heating, and
Ionospheric Plasma Modification

Plasma densin, probing bv nvo crossed laser beams u,ith good
space-time resolution and rvithout significant disrurbance of plasma
was proposed bv Kroll et al. (1).In this paper it u,as assumed that
the beat frequencv is equal to the electron plasma frequcno' (oro") so

that the Langmuir plasma modes can be resonantiv excited. The
plasma densitv can be measured in tw,o rvavs: (i) br. obsening the
scattering of two beams at c,.l1 - o)pe (or to; -1- 2oro.) or (ii) bv
measuring the scattering of the third (probing) laser beam bv the
nonlinearlv excited Langmuir modes. The theoretical prediction of
Kroll et al. sho*'ed that the ratio of the scattered to incident energv
flur u.as about l0 7. This resulr ga\re encouragement to the use of
beat u,aves in plasma diagnostics (2). The measurement of the local
electron densifl. and its fluctuations in a cold magnetized plasma
resulting from nonlinear mixing of the electromagneric \r'a\.es was
addressed bt'Etievant et al. (28). In this research nr,,o incident
electromagnetic q.ar.es propagated perpendicular to the magneric
field and excited either an extraordinan. or an ordinary u,ave, which
rvas used as a diagnostic tool. Wevl (29) studied excitation of
electrostatic oscillations (upper hr.brid modes) bv means of ru,o
rubv laser beams interacting u,ith the plasma in a Q machine (a
device that generates a lou,-temperature plasma). In this case the
excited upper hr.brid mode is detected n'ith a third laser beam
scattered bv the plasma. In both cases (excitation of electromagnetic
or electrostatic plasma modes), the methods have the inl.rerent
advantage of not requiring a probe to be put in plasma, ar.oiding in
that r.var. significant plasma disturbances induced br. rhe probes.
Furthermore, in the case of tl-re excitation of plasma moclcs bv
nonlinear mixing of elecrromagnetic u,aves, one can control the
amplitude and the direction of the u.ave r.ector of the excited plasma
modes bv changing the orientation of the interacting electromagnet-
ic beams.

Mixing of electromagnetic waves also can be applied in plasma
headng. Magneticallr.confined plasma heating due to the nonlinear
mixing of electromagnetic waves \\,as srudied bv Ihompson and
collaborators (3, a). In the first paper (3), nvo incident \\raves \\'ere
of such high fiequeno. that the plasma did not affect d.reir propaga-
tion. The beat fiequeno, r.vas chosen to be equal to dte ion-o.clotron
frequeno. so that ions lvere heated directlr'. It rvas suggestcd that
difilse plasma be first heated to near thermonuclear temperatures
and then compressed to a high densin'. Someu'hat later (4), incident
\\raves were selected to be plasma u,aves (extraordinan' plasma
modes) at much lorver frequeno,. In this case the inpur po's'er u,as

increased and there rvas accordingiv more energr. absorption as

compared to the rotal transparencv case (J). Heating of magneticallv
confined plasma in the electron-o.clotron frequeno'range as a result
of the parametric mixing u,as addressed bv Stefan (30), u,ho shou,'ed
that bv choosing a proper beat fiequencv a significant deposition of
the external energlr can take place in the lorv-densi6, regions of
tokamaks. Heating of inertiallv confined plasma bv parametric
mixing of laser radiation u,as addressed b),several u.orkers (6, 7, 19).

Using the nonresonant double-drir.er pump parametric theorv
developed br.Niev and Zunder (6) [generalization of the theoq. to
include dc magnetic field is given br.Stefan (79)1, Kruer sho*.ed (7)
that a significant deposition of laser beat energv takes place in
subcritical laser plasma as a result of the nonresonant parametric
excitation of Langmuir modes coupled to ion-acoustic \\.aves.

nO : tol

n(fu-k1) :k1
(4a)

(4b)

(rl.here l : 1,2,. . .). a strcng nonlinear interaction can occur that
rve u,ill refer to as nonlinear mlxing (1 ,23,24). A coupled-mode
equation describing the lou'-frequeno' plasma response induced bt,
nonlinear mlring can be cast in the form (14, 15,25)

[al
er lo -ii,k. - iVla;: P(Eo'Er....r: lpi < t (5r

ldt l
for the lon,est order coupling, rr : 1, u'he re p is a nonline ar couplir.rg

coefficient that is bilinear in the amplitudes of rhe nr.'o externalh.
applied pump wa\.es and a1 is the amplitude of the lor,r'-frequencv
plasma eigenmode. Nonlinear mixing is not subject to the same kind
of threshold condition as in Eq. 3 ar-rd produces a finite-trmplirude
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Fig, 1, Three-dimension-
al plot of thc plasma wave
electric field e-rcited bv
means of beating trsei'
beams (too = 5oro., ror =
4oo.). Thc electric Iield
reaches a maxrmum value
s : 0.5 at the lcft bound-
an'. fAdapted from (37)
u'ith permission of Physi-
tal Ruiew Lerers, copv-
right 19851

Nonlinear mixing $'as discussed bv Rosenbluth and Liu (5), Cohen
et al. (25), and recendy bv Kruer and Estabrook (8) u,ho reported
that beat-u.ar.e heating of a laser plasma need not be a significant
source of suprathermal electrons. Rosenbluth and Liu (5) general-
ized the theorv of nonlinear mlxing (7), inclucling nonlinearities in
the large-amplirude plasma wave and plasma inhomoger.reities.

Cohen er al. 1:-i1 shon'ed ttrat plasma can be heated il0 : top. bi'
nonlinear damping of Langmuir modes due to the cascac-ling

process. The process is optimized if the laser beams are parallel, laser

intensities are roughh, equal, and the frequency mismatch A : O -
or. is less than or equal to the linear dampine rate of the Langmuir
modes.

A beat-u'ave interaction l'ith ionospheric plasrna fcalled double-
resonar)ce excitation (9, 10)) r'r'as experimentalh'studied bv Wong er

al. (31). Tu,o electromagnetic n'aves t'ith a beat frequencv of the
order of ionic frequencies are radiated tou'ard the ionosphere. In
this u.ar,, ion-acoustic and electrostatic ion-q'clotron \va\res were
excited. The lorv-frequencl. (LF) ionospheric modes u'ere studied bv
detection of the radar \\'aves that rvere Thomson-scaftered fiom the
LF perturbation. Thet'used a relativelr. small. ground-based antenna
tbr excitation because of the lou,er threshold for parametric coupling
I 1) 11\

Plasma instabilities u.ith multiple drivcr pumps u'ere obsen'ed in
the Arecibo (Pueno fuco) experiment (J+) u'ith 430-MHz incoher-
ent backscatter radar. The beat frequeno, rrnged fiom 0 to 7 kHz.
At zero beat frequenc-v, standard decav and purelv grorving-mode
instabilities u'ere obsered. At a finite beat frequency, the decav

instabilin. usualll, disappeared and rvas replaced by arithmetic mean

ltoe + o1)/2 instabilin' (.10), corresponding to the tvuo-plasmon
parametric rnstabilitv of ionospheric plasma in dle presence of the
beat driver pump. A ven'efiicient paru.netric excitation of long- and
short-u'ar.elength Bernstein modes bv an X-mode driver pump ir.r

the ionosphere u,as theoreticallr,predicted bv Stefan (19).

Many methods for probing the ionospheric plasma are difficult
urd costlr', in contrast to the beat-$'ave interaction, u'hich can

provide a reliable and lor-cost method for in situ and remore-
sensing measurements. Although radar beams are usualh' used in
contemporan.experiments, tunable laser beams (J5) sho*'.r number
of advantages ancl r'en' likelv u'ill plav ir major role in future
ionospheric modifi cation research.

Beat-Wave Accelerators
Ts'o beat-wave panicle accelerator schcmes irre under serious

investigation at present: the plasma beat-*'ave accelerator (PB\\|A)
and the inverse free electron laser (IFEL) accele rator. In the PB\\'A,
the beating pattern benveen nlo copropagating laser beams of
slighdv different frequencies is used to organize plasma electrons
into a space-charge densin, u,ave, which in turn accelerates injectecl

parricles ( I 1 ) . In the IFEL, the beating pattern betrveen a light u'ave

and a static $,iggler field is used to accelerate particles directlr' (12).

The promise of ultrahigh accelerating gradicnts is rhe main
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attraction of the PB!\A. The marimum electric field of a space-

charge dcr.rsin' wa\.e propagating close to dre speed of light is

approximatelv equal to the square root of the plasma densio' per
cubic centimeter. Thus, for instance, the accelerating electric field of
such a relativistic plasma rvave u,ith a btrckground densiry of 1016

cm 3 can be as high as 104 MV/m compared to the tvpical gradient
of 20 MV/m in present-day machines. In a uniform plasma the
plasma \\'ave can be thought of as a single-mode, slon,-u,ave

structure in which the u'avelength of rhe accelerating u,ave is

n'picallv a fe'w'hundred micrometers insteaci of a f-eu centimeters as

in linear accclerators. This ultrahigh-gradient, ultrashort-u'avelength
regime represents an extremum of the parameter space for designing
particle accelerators rvith ar,ailable po\\'er sources (lasers).

In the PBWA, the beat-u,ave frequeno,O of the two copropagat-
ing laser beams is chosen to exactlv match the plasma frequencv tor.

The ponderomotive fbrce F1.11, due to the gradient of the intensitv
of the amplirude-n-roclulated beat-u,ave patternr then resonandv
builds up a plasma s'ave (Fig. l;. Phvsicallr., the plasma u,ar,e

consists of regions of space charge. u'hich propagate u,ith a phase

veloci6, ror that is equal to the group velociN of the light $'rl\'es ug

: r(l - ,i/rfr;r'r (r,r'here r is the speecl of light). If an electron is

nou,injected u'ith a velociw close to this, it can be trapped bv the
plasma u,ave and gain energt' fiom it in much the same \rrav as a
surfer riding an ocein \r'ave.

The amount of cnergtr'gained bv an electron as it is acclerated bv
such a u,ave de pends on the amplitucle and speed of the \f ive. If we
define the rel:rtivistic Lorentz factor

1ph : (I - ul5lr:)-r I = too/op

it can be shou'n (1J) that the maximum energv gain is limited
fbecause electrons eventr.ralh, outrun the accelerating electric field

idephasing)] to All': eryir *"r2 1^, is the mass of--the electron).
Here e is the fractior-ral clensitv penurbatior-r ru;/np associated u'irh the
plasma r.r'avc. For instance, e -- 0.2 and 116 : 100 q,ould giye A tr'lz :
I GeV. If a l-p.m laser is used, 106 : 100 implies a plasma c1e nsi6'of
I0r7 cm 3 and,rn acceierating gradier.rt of 6.3 GeV/m.

The amount of laser pou,er needed to excite such a large plasma
wave has been calculated (5) and conlirmed in nvo-dimensional
particle simulations (-36). Because there are numerous other instabil-
ities ir-r a laser-cxcitecl plasma (37, 38), an extremeh' short 1feu,-
picosecond; laser pulse cor.rtaining the r$'o frecluencies must be userl
in the PBWA.

An in.rportant issue in the PBWA is the overall e{ficiencv 1. This is

the product of three efficiencies: (i) the ratio of u.all plug porver to
laser pou.er, (ii) conversion of laser energv to plasma u'ave energ.v,
and (iii) conversiorr of plasma \\'ave energ1' into that of accelerated

particles. The laser eflicieno.could in principle be as high as L0o/o fbr
a shon-pulse, high repetition rate CO2 or excimer laser if multiplex-
ing techniques are used. The laser to plasma n'ave coupling efiicien-
q/ ma\r appear xt first glance to be limited bv the consen'ation of
\\'ave action to too/rr.rs. Florvever, this is not so because nonlinear
mlxing generates electromagnetic sidebands at Stokes and anti-
Stokes frequencies, oo - rrtop, tog * noo. Bv choosing an appropriate
initial frequencv mismatch bem,een f) and op, one can preferentialh,
couple to Stokes siclebands and therebv improve this coupling
efficiencr, (25, 39). Thus, fbr 1pr, : 100 \\'e mav expect the laser to
plasma u'ave coupling efficieno' to be l0o/o rather rhan lolo as

expected from t-ro/or11. The beam lo,rding efficiency (plasma \r'ave to
accelerated particlcs) must be consistent u,ith dre emittar.rce and
energv spread requirements imposed bv the end use . To reduce the
energv spread u'idrout lo*'ering the beam loading efiicienc1,, r,an der
Meer has suggested the use of an accelerating electron bunch tl-rat is
ramped dou'n in clensin, (a0). In the nvo-dimensional analysis, bean'r

loacling efficiencies of up to 20olo appear ieasible (47). Thus the
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(a,k2)

Fig. 3. Beat-wave heating in a finitc,
inhomogeneous medium: (A) dre
right- and left-going electromagnet-
ic s ates before thc onsct of beatingl
(B) the (x,u.) phase space after a

fairlv large-amplirudc electron plas-
ma \\'ave has been established.

fAdapted from t52t u'ith permission
of Physics oJ Fluids, copl'right 19751
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overall efficiency is likely to be about 2 x l0-3 for the PBWA.
Experiments are under u,av (42) at the Unir,ersity of California,

Los Angeles (UCLA), Rutherford Laboratory (United Kingdom),
Institute for I-aser Engineering (Osaka, lapan), Institut de la
Recherche Scientifique (Quebec, Canada), and elservhere to demon-

strate the excitation of the relativistic plasma u'ave bv the laser beat

rvave in a reproducible fashion and to demonstrate controlled
acceleration of injected test particles. ln a recent UCLA experiment
the relativistic plasma wave was excited bv beating the 9.6-pm and
10.6-pm lines of a CO2 iaser, u'ith a modest intensio'of 2 x 1013

Wcm2 in a densiq, plasma of L0l7/cm3 (a3). The plasma u'ave

electric field u,as inferred from the Thomson scattering of a probe
laser beam to be 103 MeV/m, a substantial improvement over the

present benchmark gradient for accelerators. A neu' mechanism,
u.hich saturates the beat-excited plasma tvave in this parameter
regime, was discovered (aa). The relativistic plasma \\rave saturates,

on the time scale of a f61r,, picoseconds, b1. coupling to other plasma

modes that have a much lower phase r.elocity, via an ion ripple due
to stimulated Briilouin scattering of the laser beams. A scaled-up
experiment designed to demonstrate controlled acceleration of
injected electrons is currently under rvav at UCLA.

In contrast to the PBWA, the IFEL acceleration mechanism is
inherently simple in that it does not rely on collective effects. It
u,orks as follows. The combined action of the laser (too,fu) and a

static wiggler field (0,k*) on a relativistic electron bunch results in a

ponderomotive \r.ave, u,hich has a phase velociw slighdv less than r
because

uo6 : too/(ko + fr*) : tl(L + k*lko)

Thus, the ponderomotive u.ell can trap and continuousl\' accelerate

electrons, provided that the resonance condition that relates the
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electron energy to the u.iggler and laser parameters is maintained.
This is given bv

"y : (f + ,*)r,, (L*/2\o)r/2

where tr is rvavelength and a- : eAnlmi is the normalized vector
potential (A* is the unnormalized vector potential). As 1 increases,
either a* or \* or both, must increase. Unfortunately a*, cannot be

increased too much because in an IFEL the clectron beam loses

energy to synchrotron radiation as it is continuouslr. being bent. In
fact, svnchrotron loss eventuallv u'ill limit the maximum energt'gain
in an IFEL to a feu, hundred gigaelectron volts. The main amraction
of the IFEL is that the laser, injector, and u,iggler technologv exists

for building a prototvpe device to a gigaelectron volt level.

Beat-Wave Current Drive in Tokamaks
In addition to the numerous applications of beat-u'ar-e scrttering

to plasma diagnostics, plasma heating, ionospheric modilication,
and adr.anced acceleration schemes, the beating of nvo intense
microu.ave sources can be used to drive current in toroidal der.ices

(11, 15).In an eftbrt to extend drc lifetime of a tokamak discharge
wittr the ultimate goal of achier.ing steadv-state operation, a nurber
of noninductir.e, current-drive schemes have been analvzcd tl-reoreti-

callv and studied experimentallr,, fbr example, injection ot ncutral
beams, compact tori, and electromagnetic u'aves (16, 17).

Beat-rvave scattering can provide an alternati.,,e current-drive
mechanism that has excellent penetration characteristics and fbr
which there is control over both the population ofrcsonant particles
carrying the current and the location of current deposition in the
torus. Such a current-drive schemc could bodr sustain the plasma
and control the current profile so as to stabilize the plasrna luith
respect to magnetoht,drodynamic instabilities. Furthermore. the
required electromagnetic u'aves are easill, injccted through small
pons in the rvall of the torus bv quasi-optical means.

In beat-wave current drive, tu,o electromagnetic u avcs arc intro-
duced at finite amplitude . When their beat-u,ai,e ficqueno'.
t,lg - ol, and the corresponding beat-u.ave number, fu - k1, rcso-

nate u,ith a plasma mode, a large-amplirude beat n'avc is locallt'
excited in the plasma. The electromagnetic pump waves are high-
frequeno, waves and are readih' propagated through the plasma.

The excited beat n,ave can be a longirudinal \r'ave or a quasi-mode
that couples u,ell to the piasma and drives current eflicientlr' (Figs. 2

and 3). Here rve assume that the ratio of o.rs to dre beat frequeno,is
not large, so that dispersion and other dephasing eftects (for
example, inhomogenein,) effectivelv prevent induced clcctromagnet-
ic sidebands and uprvard or dovv'nu,ard cascading (25, 39).

The beat \\.aves are nonlinearlr. excited in response to the ponder-
omotive force arising from the electromagnetic forces on a charged
particle that are bilinear in the u,ave amplitudes of the m'o electro-
magnetic pump waves (11, 15, 48, 19). The plasma per-turbation
associated with the beat rvave, in turn, aiters the propagation ofeach
electromagnetic r.l.ave bv contributing to nonlinear currents that are

bilinear in the amplitudes of the beat rvave and the other electromag-
netic u/a\re. Analytical self-consistent solution of plasma equations of
motion and Maxu,ell's equatiofls, r.r'ith the use of conventional
pernrrbation theon, (14, i5, 18), leads to coupled-n.rode equations
describing the beat-u,ave scartering oftransverse rvaves in a uragne-

tized plasma. From these coupled-mode equations, it u'as rigoroush.
demonstrated that the total u,ave action densin' in the transverse

waves is consened (11, 15,48). The u'ave energies are given bv the
product of the rvave tiequencies and the respective actions, and the
wave momenta are gir.en br. the product of tl-re l.'ar,e numbers and
t}re respective actions. As a consequence of the phase-matching

Source

I

I

(

i
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Fig. 2. Current drive in
tokamaks based on the
use of two high-frequen-
cy electromagnetic pump
waves (to1,l<n), (<o1,k1)

rvhich readilv propagate
through plasma. The ex-
cited beat wave can be a
longitudinal, u,ei1-de6ned
mode (or*,ltr - k1) or a

quasimode that couples
well to thc plasma and drives currcnt efficiendr'.



conditions for beat-rvave scattering, too : cor * ,o:, h : kr + k:,
and the total rnave action densiw is consened; for er.ery photon of
the high-frequency pump u,ave that decavs, an additional photon at
the lorver frequenw \\rave appears u'hose energt' is a tiaction to;/os
smaller than the original photon and whose momenturn is k1 per
phoron rather than k6 per photon. This is a statement of the Manlei.
Rou,e relations (50). Because energv and momenrun are llio
consen'ed, there are upper bounds on the energy and momenftrm
available to the beat wave and the plasma.

In terms of the wave-action transfer AJ, the beat wave acquires
to2 AJ of energv and ft2 AJ of momentum. Damping of the beat wave
bv resonant electrons makes this energy and momenrum ar.ailable to
electrons that can carrt, current. Unless additional absorption or
scartering processes occur, t^l2 AJ and k2 LJ are the upper limits on
the energv and momentum that can be depositcd in the plasma. The
arnount of current deposited in the plasma tbllows directlv from the
momentum transfer and knowledge of the velocitv of the resonant
electrons. Relative to the rransverse wave energv introduced into the
plasma, oo/t + o1Jf, the fiaction of energl, 2l.xilable to the beat
rvar.e and the plasma is

.: U , .,2J'/.

mjF-;;T. : ----iii--i--;i- - {e

because A-/ =Jil in consequence of action consen,ation and 4. < I is

the so-callecl quanrum efficienq'. The net current-drive efficienc1, for
beat-u,ave current drive is reduced fiom d're ideal current-clrive
efiiciency of the particular beat wave (if it u,as directly launched) by
the product q" LIJ'|.

The amount of action transfer realized depends nonlinearly on the
rvave intensities. For small-amplirude transverse waves, plasma
inhomogeneitv is a dominurt mechanism for sarurating the beat-
n.ave sca[tering (1-l , 2 S,48). The eikonal (geon'retric optics) solution
of the coupled mode equ:rtions for steadv-state transfbr of action flu-r
across a nonuniform plasma with linear gradients when the tr:rns-
\rerse pump waves are directed parallel or antiparallel indicates that
LIJ'| - I rvhen

(kllkokt)TkoL uoutlc2l > |
u,here L is the characteristic gradient lenpgh for the plasma clie lectric
response to the beatrvave. and r0 and rl are the magnifudes of the
linear oscillation velocities of electrons in thc uansverse waves. The
wave action transfer is a monotonicallv increasing function of the
product of the rvave intensities (11, 15, 15, 48). However, rhe

transverse rvave intensities are limited not onh, bv technologv but
also bv the increased possibilin. of stimulated i..ti..ing paraietric
instabilities (.21 , 37,,18, 79) that could steal photons awa\. at higher
wave amplitudes. Funhermore, because of action consen'ation, onh'
the energv and wave action in the higher frequenw pump \\.ave are

available to the beat rvave and the plasma unless additional absorp-
tion and scattering occur (25, -19). Thus, most of the available
transverse \l.ave energv should be injected in the higher frequeno'
u'ave subject to maintaining the product of lr,0r,1] at some satisfac-
ton' level.

Having excited a large-amplirude longituclinal rvave in the plasma,
we \vant to dissipate this wave so as to create a population of
current-carrving particles that has good characteristics fbr sustaining
a toroidal current on a confinement time scale. Various candidares
for the best plasma \vave or quasi-mode for this purpose are being
srudied. There is considerable flexibilin'in dre wpe of beat u'ave rhat
can be lar.rnched bv adjusting the frequencies and the spatial
orientations of the two transverse pump waves. Detailed calculations
and numerical simulations have so far considered Langmuir beat
waves propagating nearlv parallel to ttre magnetic field, r.r,hich is jr.rst
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the limiting case of a lorver hvbrid u,ave u'hen the electron cyclotron
frequencv exceeds the electron plasma frequenw. Right and left
circularlv polarized electron cyclotron u,aves introduced nearlv
tangent to the toroidal magnetic field are appropriate rransverse

PumP lvaves.

For a Langn.ruir beat rvave propagatins parallel ro rhe magneric
field, the resonant electrons lrave velocities equrl ro the bear-wa\.e
phase velocin,. As this velociq' is increased, the resonanr electrons
are more energetic and much less collisional. The currer.rt-drive
efficienq' improves rvith increasing particle energv urltil relatir.istic
effects cause saruration (16, 51) and there are insuficient numbers of
energetic electrons to adequatelv damp the beat tvave. Thus, there is
an optimum range of phase velocities fbr efficient currenr drive.

Numerical simulations have been conducted rvith a self-consist-
ent, electromigneticr relativistic, particle code EMONE (52) to
srudy the beat-rvave coupling to Langmuir war,es, the damping of
the Langmuir u,aves bv resonant electrons, and the role of ions. A
novel diagnostic calculates the integrated current as the electron
velociw distributior.r collisionallv rela-res after it has been perrurbed
bv a short pulse of trans\.erse s'aves (5J). The simulations have
revealed the role of parasitic stimulated scattering instabilities and
the role of ions in competing fbr the beat-u,at e momentum. The
results indicate that vimrallv complete action rransf-er and good
coupling ofthe beat waves to the electrons can be achieved for beat-
wave phase velocities less than 4('f ,lmr)\t2, where T is temperarure.
In the simulations. current-drive efficiencies n,IR6lP < 0.8 x 10:o A
m 2 W I hlve been attained, u'here l" is the electron densin. : 1020

fr-3, Ro is the major radius in meters, 1 is the current) and P is the
porver. The best lou'er hvbrid current-drive efficiencies reported in
experiments have nor exceeded 0.3 x 1020 A m 2 W t 1+A;.

The significant intensity and fiequencv requirements on the
transverse wa\re sources appropriate to sustaining currents in large
tokamaks of interest today are met in the free-electron-laser micro-
wa\re source 154) being built tbr the Microu,ave Tokamak Experi-
ment (MTX) (55) at Lau,rence Livermore National Laboratorv with
the cooperation of the Massachuseffs Institute of Technologv.
Realistic scenarios have been calculated for proposed currcnr.lrive
experiments in MTX and in a design studv of an engineeriag test
reactor tokamak (1-l).

Beat Wave-Driven Free Electron Laser
Trvo copropagating laser beams (tos.lq1), (rr,k,) in antiparallel

interaction rvith a relativistic electron beam (REB) can be also used
to induce a laser process. This u'ould have applicatior.rs to laser
fusion f-i-7), ground-basecl FELs (56), ancl sprce science. The
process is based on stimulated Raman backscattering of a beat laser
driver on Doppler-shifted REB cigenmodes. The tiequeno, of the
scattered mode in the laboratorv reference frame is given bt. o.r, :
4f'(ro - tol), u,here 1 is thc relativistic Lorentz factor. The
threshold (26, 27) for the scatterins process in thc beam reference
frame depends on (21O - o;ir/2/1or;; r/:. where ol is the fiequencv
of the R-EB eigenmode in .r bc:rm svstem.

In order to obtain a higher laser frequeno, and accordinglr.
shorter u,avelengths u.ith good coupling efficieno,. a magnetized
REB can be used. In this case, one can use the harmonics of
electron-Bernstein modes as scattering modes bv choosing
O : rC)., n : 1.2. ' . ., tvhere O. is the electron-o'clotron frequency
in the beam svstem 1 16). The threshold tbr scanering is lot'er in the
case of a be.rt-u,ave pump than in the case of a single driver (76). For
n -- l0 and 1 : 10, FEL u.avelengths trpsr : 0.8 to 1.6 pm (56)
can be easilr.obtained if the guiding longitudinal magneric field is of
t}le order of l0 kG. The efficieno,of this laser can be significanth.
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higher than that of a FEL u.ith a conventional wiggler field (57).
Eficient generation of millimeter radiation can also be accomplished
bv a beat-u,ar.e FEL and used for heating magnetically confined
plasmas at electron-cyclotron resonance or for diagnostics of high-B
plasma (9: StrnrT/&2, where n is the plasma densiw, r is Boltz-
mann's constant, and B is the confining magnetic field in cgs units).

Phase Conjugation with Beat Waves

Lasdv, u'e describe qualitativelv the generation ofphase conjugate
u'aves u,ith the use of the beat technique (18). It is well knorvn from
laser-plasma interaction experiments that parametric three-u'ave
interactions, such as stimulated Briliouin and Raman scatrering,
generare scattered electromagnetic u,aves that exhibit some of ttre
properties of a trulv phase conjugate wave (58). The beat-rvar.e
acceleration mechanism can be thought of as a nondegenerate, four-
wave collinear optical mlxing process that is analogous to the
Raman fom,ard-scaftering instabiliw (59). In "phase-conjugation
language" the pump and the probe electromagnetic waves can be
made to beat at any arbitrary angle, rvhereupon k-matching (when
all the vectors add up) determines rhat a second counterpropagating
pump wave scatters light bv Bragg diffraction from a plasma grating
in the direction opposite to that of the probe, giving rise to a phase
conjugate rvave (60). The beating of the pump and the probe can be
carried out at either the ion-acoustic frequencv (61, 62) or the
Bohm-Gross frequencv (63).In the former case the plasma grating
is an ion-acoustic wave, whereas in the latter case the grating is an
electron-plasma \\'ave u.hose periodicity depends on the angles
between the m.o pumps and the probe u,aves.

It is possible to obtain phase conjugation bv degenerate four-wave
mixing (DFWM) in a plasma (64 , 65) . In tiis case the beating of the
pump and the probe waves gives rise to a stationary densiw
pernrrbation that can scatter the second counterpropagating pump
wave in much in the same wav as an ordinary grating produces a
diffracted order. Phase conjugation b1, DFWM in a plasma has

applications in the areas of pointing and tracking, coherent image
amplification and communications, particuiarlv at microvrave fre-
quencies. This is so because the third-order suscepribilir,v X(3),
responsible for DFWM in a plasma, is proportional to r./nl, u,here
n" is the plasma densiw and t. is the critical densirv for cos : op..
Thus in the microu,ave and far-infrared regions X(3) of a plasma can
be orders of magnitude larger than those fbr other currendl,
available materials.

Conclusions
The beat-rvave plasma interaction is an imponant and rapidlv

gro*'ing research area in plasma physics and plasma technologv. We
have described an exciting recent beat-wave application to driving
current in tokamak plasmas u,ith the use of neu. intense FEL
microu,ave sources. This current-drir.e scheme has a number of
technical advantages, for example, good penetration to the magnetic
axis bv u.ar.es that are easilv launched externally through small ports,
and it offers the possibiliq, of both sustaining the toroidal current
and controlling the current profile. Analysis and self-consistent
particle simulations have demonstrated that beat-rvave current drive
can lead to attractive efficiencies in the MTX experiment and in
reactor-grade tokamaks. Beat u'aves have also been proposed as a
means to heat n'ragneticallv and inertially confined plasmas. Bv
means of beat \\.aves, control over the location of energt, deposition,
densin' profile, and the generation of suprathermal panicles is

enhanced. The probing of ionospheric plasma with beat waves
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appears to provide a lorv-cost and reliable method for in siru and
remote-sensing measurements. Furthermore, phase conjugation by
four-wave mixing in a plasma opens up *re possibiliry of coherent
image amplification. In addition, modulated laser beat waves will
very likely'be important in future upper armospheric research. Beat
u,aves might also find applications in a wiggler-free FEL producing
submicrometer wavelengrhs with higher efficiency. Panicle accelera-
tion with beat u,aves ma1. Iead to a new class of ultrahigh-gradient,
compact accelerators for use in science and industrv.
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